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Abstract 
We give the embedding theorem of a mapping space CK (X, Y) with compact open topology in 
C,(K(X), K(Y)) with pointwise convergence topology, where K(X), K(Y) are the hyperspaces 
of compact subsets with finite topology. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. For a space X, r(X) denotes the topology 
of X. The letter N always denotes the set of natural numbers. 
For spaces X and Y, let C(X, Y) be the set of all continuous mappings of X into Y. 
As its topology, we introduce the compact open topology, the subbase for which consists 
of all subsets of the following: 
W(K : 0) = {f E C(X, Y): f(K) c O}) 
where K is a compact subset of X and 0 E T(Y). We write the space C(X, Y) with 
this topology by CK(X, Y). Another topology is the pointwise convergence topology, 
the subbase for which consists of all subsets of the following: 
W(p: 0) = {f E C(X, Y): f(P) E O}, 
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where p E X and 0 E r(Y). The space with this topology is denoted by C,(X, Y). For 
both cases, we write basic open subsets as 
W(A,, . . . , A, : UI, . . , Un) = fi W(Ai, Vi) 
i=l 
for compact subsets or singletons AI, . . . , A,. 
Let K(X) be the totality of nonempty compact subsets of a space X. As its topology, 
we introduce the finite topology, the base for which consists of all subsets of the following 
form: 
(VI,. . . , Uk) = 
{ 
K E n(X): K C fi Ui and K n Ui # 8 for each i 6 k}, 
i=l 
whereut,..., Uk E T(X) and k E N. 
The object of this paper is to construct the embedding theorem of CK(X, Y) in 
CP(K(X), K(Y)) or the countable product of K(Y). By virtue of this, some known 
results are obtained as corollaries. 
Theorem 1. CK(X, Y) . 1s embedded in C,(n(X), It(Y)) as the closed subspace. 
Proof. As the embedding mapping, we define @ : CK(X, Y) -+ C,(K(X), K(Y)) as 
@(f)(K) = f(K) for each K E It(X). 
Obviously, @ is one-to-one and Q(f) E C,(K(X), K(Y)). To see that Qi is continuous, 
suppose 
Q(f) E W(K:(Ut,...,Uk)), 
where K E K(X) and Ui E T(Y) for each i = 1,. . . , k, k E N. f(K) n Ui # 8 means 
f(pi) E Ui n f(K) for some point pi E K. Let 
O=W {PI),..., 
( 
ipx),K:U,,-,U,liJUi). 
i=l 
Obviously 0 is an open neighborhood of f in CK(X, Y) such that 
G(O) c W(K:(UI,...,U& 
which means that @ is continuous. We show that @ is an open mapping of CK(X, Y) 
onto the subspace 
CO = {Q(f): f E cK(x,y)} 
of C,(K(X), K(Y)). Let 
O=W(Kl,... K,:U ,,..., Un) 
be any basic open subset of CK(X, Y), where Ki E It(X) and Vi E r(Y) for each i. 
Let f E 0 be any element. Then for each i, we have f(Ki) E (Vi). That is, 
Q(f) E W(K,,... , Kn : (VI), . . , (W) n Co, 
which is open in Cc and contained in Q(O) n CO. 
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It remains to show that Co is closed in C,(K(X),K(Y)). To see it, let f E 
C,(VX), K(Y)) \ Co. 7% en we can assume the following two cases: 
(a) There exists z E X such that If({z})i > 2. 
(b) For each z E X, IS({z})\ = 1 and the mapping f’ : X --+ Y defined by f’(z) = y 
for each IC E X, whenever f({z}) = {y} ( w tc is easily seen to be continuous) h’ h 
satisfies f # @(f’) E CO. 
Under (a), there exist two distinct points yl ! y2 E f({z}), so that we can take disjoint 
open neighborhoods U,, V, of 1~1, y2 in Y, respectively. Then it is easy to see that 
W({z} : (VI, a, Y,) 
is an open neighborhood of f in C,(K(X), K(Y)) missing Co. Thus Co is closed in 
C&(X), K(Y)). 
Assume (b): There exists K E K(X) such that @(f’)(K) # f(K). If there exists 
z E K such that p = f’(z) E f’(K)\f({K}). We take disjoint open neighborhoods U, V 
ofp. f({K}) in Y, respectively. Then it is easy to see that 
l~(M: {K1: 03, (V)) 
is an open neighborhood of f in C,(K(X), K(Y)) missing CO. We assume that $‘(K) c 
f({K}) and there exists p E f({K}) \ f’(K). W e can take disjoint open neighborhoods 
CT, V of p, f’(K) in Y, respectively. Since f is continuous, there exists a finite subset F 
of K such that f( { F}) E (U, V, Y), which implies that 
O=W({F}:(UJ.Y)) n (n{W({p}:(V)): pi F}) 
is an open neighborhood of f in CP(K(X)7 K(Y)). T o see that it misses Cc, let @p(g) E 
Co n 0, where g E CK(X, Y). @(g) E W({F} : (U, V, Y)) implies g(F) n U # 0, but 
this is absurd because Q(g) E W({p} : (V)), p E F, imply g(F) c V. Hence Ca is a 
closed subset of C,(Ic(X), K(Y)). q 
Let P be a class of spaces with some topological property. 
Corollary 2. Let ‘P sati& the following three conditions: 
(1) P is hereditary; 
(2) P is closed under the hyperspuces, i.e., if X E P, then K(X) E P; 
(3) iLfY E ‘P, then C,(X,Y) E Pfor any space X. 
Then if Y E P, then CK (X, Y) E P for any space X. 
As an example, let P = {Ti-spaces} for i < 3;. Then [l, Theorems 3.4.13, 3.4.151 
follow from Corollary 2. (Note that P is closed under the operations (l), (2) and (3) as 
seen in [l, Theorem 2.6.41 and 12, Theorems 4.9.10, 4.9.111.) 
Theorem 3. lf X has a countable pseudo-base consisting of compact subsets, then 
CK(X, Y) is embedded in the countable product of K(Y). 
Proof. By Theorem 1, CK (X, Y) c-, C,(K(X), K(Y)). Let KO be the countable pseudo- 
base consisting of compact subsets. Then it is easy to see from the proof above that 
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CK(X, Y) it C,(&, K(Y)). Since C,(&, K(Y)) ~--t K(Y)Nu, we have CK(X, Y) - 
K(Y)% 0 
Corollary 4. Zf X is a compact metrizable space and Y is a Moore space, that is a 
regular developable space, then CK(X, Y) is a Moore space. 
Proof. Moore spaces are countably productive and hereditary under the hyperspaces as 
seen in [3]. 0 
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